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Prediction of ordered structures in the bcc binary systems of Mo, Nb, Ta, and W from firstprinciples search of approximately 3,000,000 possible configurations
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We predict ground states of the refractory alloys Nb- Mo, Nb- W, Ta- Mo, and Ta- W by combining firstprinciples calculated energies of ⲏ 50 configurations for each system with a “mixed-basis cluster expansion,”
whose interaction types are chosen with a genetic algorithm search. We find ground states that deviate substantially from the simplified predictions in the literature. These ground states are linked to relatively complex
underlying interactions, leading to substantially lower order-disorder transition temperatures than would be
expected from simple interaction models, consistent with the extent of the experimentally observed bcc solid
solution phases.
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At low temperatures, all A1−xBx solid solutions either
phase separate or order crystallographically. This choice of
phase behavior, as well as the type of ordered structures that
emerge from a given alloy system, has long formed the basis
for theories of structure and cohesion, and for identifying
elemental coordinates 共size, electronegativity, valence electron count, orbital radii兲 that control such behavior.1–5 Conversely, such elemental coordinates3–5 are often used to guess
ordering and phase-separation tendencies. Whereas these
types of phase behavior are documented for many alloy
systems,6–8 in high-melting alloys the slow atomic diffusion
at low temperatures often prevents a direct observation of
either phase separation or ordering, and only the hightemperature disordered solid solution behavior is
observed.6–8 Even so, it is of interest to determine whether
the fundamental interatomic interactions are repulsive 共leading to positive mixing enthalpies ⌬H共R兲 ⬎ 0 for the random
alloy, and to eventual phase separation兲, or attractive 共leading
to ⌬H共R兲 ⬍ 0, and to eventual ordering兲, for this decides
many physical properties even at higher T, including microstructure, transport, and mechanical behavior. Of special interest in this regard are the high-melting 共⬃3000 K兲 refractory binary alloys made of the bcc elements Mo, Nb, Ta, and
W, where the observation9 of ⌬H共R兲 ⬍ 0 suggests ordering,
but none was observed as yet6–8 down to the lowest temperatures studied. For the elemental components and heterovalent
binary systems, Fig. 1 collects some of the data from which
one could attempt to draw a picture of the phase behavior in
these systems. We consider first strain-promoting atomic size
mismatch 共which often discourages lattice ordering2兲, and
charge-transfer-promoting electronegativity differences
共which often encourage ordering1兲 as well as the d-electron
count. We see that the lattice constant mismatch is similar in
all cases 共⬃0.15 Å兲, leading to rather small calculated elastic
energies 共⬃15 meV/ atom兲; the electronegativity mismatch
shows no apparent trend with the d-electron count difference.
The estimate for mixing enthalpies ⌬H共x兲 关dashed line in
Fig. 1共a兲兴, based on Miedema’s3 balance between the atomic
size mismatch factor and the charge-mismatch factor, reveals
negative ⌬H’s with the order ⌬H共Nb- W兲 ⬍ ⌬H共Ta- W兲
⬍ ⌬H共Nb- Mo兲 ⬍ ⌬H共Ta- Mo兲, that is almost the reverse of
the experimentally observed sequence of ⌬H共R兲 values9 关Fig.
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1共a兲兴. Turning to empirical electronic structure calculations,
we find that the tight-binding model of Colinet and Pasturel10
predicts ⌬H共R兲共Ta- Mo兲 to be below that for ⌬H共R兲共Nb- W兲,
the reverse of what Miedema predicts, and in partial opposition to the embedded-atom results of Bangwei et al.,11 which
show ⌬H共R兲共Nb- W兲 ⬎ 0. Figure 1共b兲 shows the local-density
approximation 共LDA兲 calculated formation enthalpies
⌬H共O兲 for a few selected ordered structures, using the
projector-augmented wave method12 and the exchangecorrelation potential of Perdew and Zunger13 as implemented
in VASP.14 The overall order of ⌬H共O兲 is ⌬H共O兲共Ta- Mo兲
⬍ ⌬H共O兲共Ta- W兲 ⬇ ⌬H共O兲共Nb- Mo兲 ⬍ ⌬H共O兲共Nb- W兲, i.e., the
opposite of that obtained from the Miedema model. Very
recently, Turchi et al.15,16 studied the phase stability of
Mo- Ta- W and its binaries, deriving concentration dependent pair interactions from the single-site coherent potential
approximation based on tight-binding linear-muffin-tinorbital electronic structure calculations in the atomic-sphere
approximation. This method neglects 共i兲 the effect of sublattice relaxation, 共ii兲 fluctuations of the alloy environment on
the potential and charges at a site, 共iii兲 all three-body and
higher multiatom interactions, and 共iv兲 bases its total energies on the sum of eigenvalues only 共no electron-electron
exchange and Hartree term兲. Based on only two pair interactions, the only predicted ground states of Refs. 15 and 16 are
B2 共for Mo- Ta and Ta- W兲, and D03 共for Ta- W兲, contradicting, e.g., Fig. 1共b兲, where the C11b structure is remarkably
stable in addition. Moreover, Turchi et al. predict Tc
= 1772 K for B2 Ta- Mo, in contradiction to experiment.6–8
We show below how this overestimation can arise from the
use of too simple interactions, placing the quantitative results
of Refs. 15 and 16 in serious doubt.
Because the models discussed above do not provide clear
answers, we apply the mixed-basis cluster expansion
共MBCE兲 approach17–20 to Nb- Mo, Nb- W, Ta- W, and
Ta- Mo.21 From a set of LDA calculations for ⲏ50 not necessarily ground-state structures each, we determine for each
binary system an Ising-like Hamiltonian that contains 共i兲 a
set of long-range pair interactions whose number is a priori
unlimited,17 共ii兲 via a recently developed genetic algorithm,22
the best many-body interactions that are needed both for fitting this set of LDA energies, and predicting the LDA ener-
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FIG. 1. Fundamental data on
the elements Mo, Nb, W, Ta, and
their heterovalent binary compounds. The top shows the difference in Pauling electronegativities
⌬, and the bcc lattice mismatch
⌬a 共in angstroms兲 for each binary.
共a兲 The experimental data 共Ref. 9兲
and semiempirical 共Miedema兲
predictions 共Ref. 3兲 for the binary
enthalpy of mixing. 共b兲 The LDAcalculated formation enthalpies
for simple bcc-based crystal
structures.

gies of structures not in the fit, and 共iii兲 strain energies of the
long-range elastic limit, via the “constituent strain” term.17
共i兲–共iii兲 ensure that the number, range, and type of interactions needed to fit and predict LDA energies is determined as
objectively as possible. Human subjectivity as to which interactions are needed 共e.g., concepts such as “locally complete sets,” 共Ref. 23兲 or cluster variation method aufbau-like
hierarchy that forces all subclusters if a given cluster is
used24兲 is avoided. In fact, the interactions that are identified
by our approach do not follow any of these ad hoc principles. Once a MBCE is available, it can be easily evaluated
for each of the 2N possible binary configurations, producing
LDA-quality predictions with errors 艋4 meV; in practice,
we search25 about 3 000 000 such structures with up to 20
atoms per unit cell. Since the set of LDA input structures is
enlarged iteratively while constructing each MBCE,20 the
MBCE construction process can also be viewed as an engine
that directs us to those candidate ground-state structures that
need explicit LDA calculations. The resulting ground-state
energetics is shown in Fig. 2共a兲. For each system, we identify
ordered ground-state structures which are not listed in the

established phase diagram collections,6–8 unusually low
order-disorder transition temperatures, and compositionally
asymmetric random alloy mixing enthalpies ⌬H共R兲共x兲.
Ground states of Nb- Mo, Ta- Mo, and Ta- W. These are
predicted to have ordered ground states even though none are
found in experimental phase diagram collections.6–8 Around
equiatomic composition, each system is dominated by
B2-like structures: The structures Nb4Mo3, Nb4Mo5, Ta3W2,
and Ta3W4 each contain additional 共111兲 planes of the
excess element. However, the ground state at 50% is not B2
itself for Nb- Mo and Ta- W, in contrast to earlier
predictions.15,16,26 Rather, we find the structure labeled B23,
shown in Fig. 3 together with other key ground states of
Mo- Nb, W - Ta, and Ta- Mo. B23 is a close relative of the B2
structure, but with an ordered array of antiphase boundaries
in every third 共110兲 plane. In the moderately 共Mo/ W兲 rich
regime, the dominant ground states are regular superlattices
of 共100兲 planes 关C11b and “Mo3Ta2” 共Ref. 21兲兴, whereas the
moderately 共Nb/ Ta兲 rich regime shows much more complex
structures, of the type already predicted for Mo- Ta 共Ref. 21兲
共Mo4Ta9, Mo4Ta12, and Nb8Mo4兲. Any “usual-suspect”

共O兲
FIG. 2. 共a兲 ⌬HLDA
of predicted ground states out of 3,000,000 possibilities in Nb- Mo, Nb- W, Ta- W, and Ta- Mo. Dashed ground-state
line segments indicate that both LDA and MBCE predict ground states, but different structures are energetically too close for an unambiguous assignment. 共b兲 Random alloy enthalpy of mixing 共solid lines兲 and enthalpy of mixing of short-range ordered solid solutions at T
= 1200 K 共dashed lines兲, predicted by the final MBCEs and confirmed by direct LDA calculations for special quasirandom structures 共SQS兲.
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Dominant ground-state structures in the
Nb- Mo, Ta- Mo, and Ta- W systems. 共110兲 antiphase boundaries in
the B23 structures are emphasized by blue planes.

ground states are prominently absent on the 共Nb/ Ta兲-rich
side. Remarkably, the ground-state line segments of Mo-rich
Nb- Mo, W-rich Ta- W, and Mo-rich Ta- Mo are densely
decorated by structures on or near the ground-state line. Such
dense sequences can arise as “adaptive structures,” 共Refs. 27
and 28兲 where long-ranged competing interactions allow
stable structures at immediately adjacent x, creating a continuous convex curve ⌬H共O兲共x兲. In contrast, the dilute
共Nb/ Ta兲-rich regimes, beyond the complex Mo4Ta9-like
structures, are devoid of truly stable structures altogether.
The complexity of all three ground-state lines shows the
need of realistic, first-principles-based interactions whose
predictive power is carefully checked. For Mo- Ta and
Ta- W, this complexity is missed entirely by the simpler
scheme of Turchi et al.15,16 Very recently, Curtarolo et al.29
used a fixed library of 176 different structures within a
data-mining30 density functional theory-based series study of
binary ground states. They predict for Nb- Mo correctly the
Mo-rich C11b and D03 structures, but incorrectly the B2 and
Nb-rich C11b structures. Our results 关Fig. 3共a兲兴 agree with
the data-mining approach where the actual ground states

FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Dominant ground-state structures in the
Nb- W system.

happen to be among the 176 preselected structures 共Mo-rich
C11b and D03兲. However, ground-state configurations such
as B23 and Nb-rich Mo4Ta9 are outside any conventional
structure library, and will almost inevitably be missed in a
prediction scheme based on human-compiled structure lists.
Ground states of Nb - W. The ordering behavior of
Nb- W is completely different from the other three systems,
despite qualitative indicators that would have suggested
similarities 共e.g., the close proximity in the periodic system
of elements, similar ⌬ and lattice mismatch兲. The key
ground state structures of Nb- W are illustrated in Fig. 4. The
central ground state 共NbW兲 is B32 共the NaTl structure兲, the
A2B2 superlattice of 共111兲 atomic planes. In the moderately
W-rich range, the appearance of 共111兲 superlattices continues
up to the D03 structure 关the A3B 共111兲 superlattice兴, with
hybrid superlattices of longer period in between
共Nb2W3 , Nb3W6 , Nb2W5兲. Qualitatively, these structures
form a remarkable contrast to the 共100兲-like features of the
other three systems. Above 75% W, the sequence of 共111兲
superlattices is replaced by a dense succession of structures
on or near the ground-state line 共dashed region兲, first by defective versions of the D03 structure, and finally by largercell dilute structures. The Nb-rich side shows only one shal-

FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Automatically selected symmetryweighted pair and many-body interactions for the MBCEs of
Nb- Mo, Nb- W, Ta- W, and
Ta- Mo.
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TABLE I. Critical temperatures 共in K兲 of order-disorder transitions at equiatomic composition 共x = 50% 兲 in Nb-Mo, Nb-W, Ta-W,
and Ta-Mo from the present paper, simplified theoretical predictions
in the literature and simplified model energetics based on the six
shortest-ranged bcc interactions and the structures in Fig. 1共b兲.
Energetics

Nb- Mo

Nb- W

Ta- W

Ta- Mo

Converged MBCE

540

320

360

Literature 共Ref. 26兲
Literature
共Ref. 15 and 16兲
Simplified CE

800

920
1000

800± 200
共Ref. 20兲
1040
1772

740

1800

910

460

low ground-state structure in LDA 共Nb4W2兲, which is in
principle the B32 structure, but with pure Nb 共100兲 planes
inserted after every second plane.
All pair and many-body interactions are shown in Fig. 5.
The difference between Nb- W and the other three systems is
found in the smaller pairs beyond the first-nearest-neighbor
interaction 共which is always attractive兲. In contrast, three of
the four many-body figures that characterize Nb- W are also
found for Ta- W and Ta- Mo, and their relative magnitude is
even quantitatively similar between the three systems. Figure
2共b兲 shows the calculated energy of ideally random 共T → ⬁兲
solid solutions, ⌬H共R兲共x兲 共solid line兲, and that of short-range
ordered solid solutions at T = 1200 K, ⌬H共SRO兲共x兲 共dashed
line兲. The shape of each calculated curve is confirmed quan-
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